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you will notice in the mock documents that i presented in the
video above that its a bit more difficult to authenticate the
information in the actual sample. we did not have any kind of
verification module/hook in the app and were forced to use
the mock documents. this is why when i open the
identitycredential.grant method on the phone, i don't get an
error message about the type of credential being tried to be
granted. instead, it takes the mobile id in the credential and
tries to get a user resource from the user rest api. i have a few
more sample applications to come in the future that uses the
identitycredential.grant method on the phone, but for now ill
leave you with the links to the source code and a link to the
google cloud repo with sample applications. 1. field of the
invention the present invention relates generally to a
communication system in which a plurality of users share one
communication medium and particularly to the detection of a
channel in the process of establishing a communication line.
2. description of the background art in a communication
system such as a mobile communication system, in which a
plurality of users share one communication medium, it is
important to initially detect a channel in which a particular
user is located. fig. 10 shows an example of channel detection
when the number of users is two and four. a mobile
communication system divides the service area of a base
station into a plurality of sectors. each of these sectors is
further divided into a plurality of cells.
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uuids are numeric identifiers that uniquely identify a particular
device on a network. nn hal 1.2 currently claims the uuid of 0

for the system bootloader. therefore, it is not possible to
distinguish bootloader devices (e.g., recovery, fastboot) from
the device user is on. for instance, if i select either device in
the screenshot above and then hit next, the bootloader id for

the device with the icon with a red ring will be displayed in the
prompt. in the case of displayed here, the bootloader id would

be bd8:55:1b:82:8c:e3. cts only tests the execution on a
single android version. if something is wrong in the execution,
cts crashes with the message process i.exception encountered

during cts test. for details about the testing framework, see
cts_testing.md. google also released java library code for

implementing the identitycredential api that can be
downloaded from github. once thats done, you can get started

integrating the identitycredential api into your app or app
widget. at this point, theres nothing stopping any app or app
widget from using the identitycredential api other than the

security restrictions set up by android devices in the android
security framework. a few apps have already implemented the
api, though, including mdl-specific app weride which debuted

at this year’s google i/o developer conference. weride is a ride-
sharing application where users can register their car and find

a ride with a random driver when they enter a ride-sharing
location. the difference with weride is that users need not to
worry about id verification because the app will generate a
new random driver when its paired with a user. if youre like
me, though, and youre looking to see if theres any mdl apps

that support the ic api in particular, check out the google play
store. 5ec8ef588b
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